A probabilistic method to report predictions from a human liver microsomes stability QSAR model: a practical tool for drug discovery.
Using data from the in vitro liver microsomes metabolic stability assay, we have developed QSAR models to predict in vitro human clearance. Models were trained using in house high-throughput assay data reported as the predicted human hepatic clearance by liver microsomes or pCLh. Machine learning regression methods were used to generate the models. Model output for a given molecule was reported as its probability of being metabolically stable, thus allowing for synthesis prioritization based on this prediction. Use of probability, instead of the regression value or categories, has been found to be an efficient way for both reporting and assessing predictions. Model performance is evaluated using prospective validation. These models have been integrated into a number of desktop tools, and the models are routinely used to prioritize the synthesis of compounds. We discuss two therapeutic projects at Genentech that exemplify the benefits of a probabilistic approach in applying the models. A three-year retrospective analysis of measured liver microsomes stability data on all registered compounds at Genentech reveals that the use of these models has resulted in an improved metabolic stability profile of synthesized compounds.